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We criticize Colbeck and Renner’s (CR’s) statement that “any hidden variable model can only
be compatible with quantum mechanics if its local part is trivial” [Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 050403
(2008)]. We note that CR’s attempt to divide a nonlocal hidden variable model into a “local part”
and a “nonlocal part” contains a restriction on the latter. This restriction implies that the division
is really into a “local part” and a “nonsignaling nonlocal part.” CR’s nonsignaling requirement on
the “nonlocal part” cannot be physically motivated, since the hidden variables cannot be accessed
by experimenters. Nor is it a natural mathematical generalization from the local hidden variable
case, since it is simple to make a generalization without CR’s requirement. We give an explicit
nonlocal hidden variable model that, in the case the restriction is not enforced, contains nontrivial
local hidden variables.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Ud, 03.67.Mn, 42.50.Xa
Introduction.—If quantummechanics is correct but not
complete [1], a fundamental question is which classes of
more detailed theories are compatible with it. Experi-
mental violations of Bell inequalities [2, 3, 4, 5] suggest,
and a loophole-free violation would confirm (see [6] for a
proposal), that local hidden variable (HV) models [7, 8]
are not an alternative. Loophole-free experimental vi-
olations of noncontextual inequalities [4, 5, 9] already
prohibit noncontextual HV models [10, 11, 12, 13].
Recently, considerable experimental effort [14, 15, 16]
has been devoted to testing the violation of an inequality
proposed by Leggett [17] and a different inequality pro-
posed by Branciard et al. [15], valid for specific classes
of nonlocal HV models. These experiments suggest that
these models are not an alternative either. Another ex-
ample is an early theoretic study [18], on nonlocal HV
models that consist of a statistical mixture of a local and
a nonlocal ensemble, in which case the local ensemble
must have probability zero.
More recently, Colbeck and Renner (CR) have made a
much more profound and far-reaching claim. According
to CR, “any hidden variable model can only be compat-
ible with quantum mechanics if its local part is trivial”
[19]. Several experiments in progress are currently test-
ing the violation of an inequality that CR propose.
The present paper studies CR’s formal result in de-
tail, and focuses on the fact that CR’s division into “lo-
cal part” and “nonlocal part” contains a nonsignaling
restriction on the “nonlocal part.” The proof that the
“local part” is trivial in [19] only holds under this restric-
tion on the nonlocal part. We scrutinize the weaknesses
of the physical and mathematical motivation for this re-
striction. We also study the effects of the restriction in
an explicit nonlocal HV model; local HVs contained in
the model are forced to belong to the “nonlocal part” to
prohibit signaling in the “nonlocal part.” From the lack
of physical motivation for the nonsignaling requirement,
and the fact that it is imposed on the “nonlocal part”
rather than the “local part,” we conclude that it should
not be used, and thus, that nonlocal HV models can have
nontrivial local parts.
We will use the scenario of Bell [7] and the notation
of CR’s Letter [19]. Consider two particles which travel
to two far apart locations, Alice’s and Bob’s, where a lo-
cal measurement is made on each particle. The setting
a (b) pertains to the local measurement A (B) at Alice’s
(Bob’s) location and the corresponding outcome is de-
noted X (Y ). The nonlocal HV Γ can be divided into
a “local part” at the first site U , a “local part” at the
second site V , and a nonlocal part W . The distribution
of Γ is not specified in Ref. [19], but it appears [20] that
the requirement is
PΓ|ab(γ) = PUV W |ab(u, v, w)
= PW |abuv(w)PUV (u, v),
(1)
and in the case thatW is trivial, the reader will recognize
Eq. (1) above as the usual requirement on the distribu-
tion of local HVs.
The probability distribution of the outcomes X and Y
is then determined by the values of these variables and
is denoted PX|abuvw and PY |abuvw. Now, CR proceed to
“ignore” the nonlocal part W and require that the HV
model obeys (see Eq. (2) in Ref. [19])
PX|abuv = PX|au,
PY |abuv = PY |bv.
(2)
The reader will again seem to recognize the usual require-
ment on a local HV model; that the local outcome cannot
depend on the remote setting [usually there is only one
local HV λ = u = v, but the present formulation is equiv-
alent in the case that X = Y whenever a = b, i.e., given
existence of EPR elements of reality]. However, if you do
2not “ignore” the nonlocal part W , you obtain
PX|abuvw = PX|auw,
PY |abuvw = PY |bvw.
(3)
We would argue that this is the correct generalization
of requirement (2) to the nonlocal HV case: The local
outcome may depend on the HVs, and the local setting of
the measurement apparatus, but not the remote setting.
Evidently, if W is trivial, the expressions (3) reduce to
that in (2). If W is nontrivial, averaging over it will
remove dependence of w from the expressions (and this
appears to be what CR do “when ignoring” W ). Under
requirement (3), we obtain
PX|abuv =
∑
w
PW |abuv(w)PX|abuvw
=
∑
w
PW |abuv(w)PX|auw = PX|abu,
PY |abuv =
∑
w
PW |abuv(w)PY |abuvw
=
∑
w
PW |abuv(w)PY |bvw = PY |abv.
(4)
That is, even if (3) holds, the dependence of the remote
measurement setting remains, mediated through the non-
local HV W . This in itself is not strange, but means that
requiring (2) enforces an additional restriction on the HV
model. This is described by CR in [19] as follows:
In particular, knowing the value of the local
hidden variables would not permit signaling
between Alice and Bob.
We would argue that this in fact is an explicit extra re-
quirement, not on the “local part” U and V , but on the
“nonlocal part”W . Comparing requirement (2) with the
usual non-signaling requirement
PX|ab = PX|a,
PY |ab = PY |b,
(5)
it is clear that (2) should be read: “For each value of u
and v, the remaining HV model should be nonsignaling.”
We do not agree with CR that this is necessary; but we
do agree with CR [19] that “. . . signaling may be possible
given knowledge of the nonlocal variableW .” In fact, we
would go further and say that signaling is only possible
through the nonlocal variableW . Indeed, given the value
of the nonlocal HV, no dependence on the remote setting
remains for the local outcome. This is the requirement
that should be used, and it is exactly Eq. (3) expressed
in words. Thus, Eq. (3) is the natural requirement, and
not the requirement (2) [that the “nonlocal part” should
be nonsignaling given the value of the “local part” HVs].
There is another more direct implication from CR’s re-
striction (2): The nonlocal HV model must be nonsignal-
ing. This is simple to see, since the restriction (2) directly
implies, for example
PX|ab =
∑
u,v
PUV (u, v)PX|abuv
=
∑
u,v
PUV (u, v)PX|au = PX|a.
(6)
This may seem like an innocuous implication; we only
want to study nonsignaling models in any case. However,
clearly a nonlocal model can be signaling and therefore
cannot in general obey Eq. (6) nor Eq. (2). Thus, the
claim in [19] “that identities (2) do not restrict the gen-
erality of the hidden variable model” is incorrect.
What’s wrong with CR’s restriction on a nonlocal HV
model?— Using CR’s restriction (2) we will find that ex-
plicitly local HVs within a HV model [that obeys (3)]
must belong to the “nonlocal part” to mask out the sig-
naling properties of the “nonlocal part.”
Let U = V be uniformly distributed between 0 and 2pi,
W = A, and let the outcome probabilities be given by
PX|abuvw(+1) = PX|au(+1) =
{
1, a < u < a+ pi,
0, otherwise.
PY |abuvw(−1) = PY |bvw(−1)
=


1, w + pi sin2(b− w) < v
< w + pi sin2(b− w) + pi,
0, otherwise.
(7)
This gives the quantum predictions from the singlet state
(see below).
The nonlocal HV W only carries information about
Alice’s measurement setting, and is independent of the
local HVs. There can be no doubt that U and V are
local HVs; their distributions do not depend on a, b, or
the value w of W ; and the outcomes depend only on
the local setting and the HVs that are available at each
site, so that (3) is fulfilled. Indeed, U also fulfils CR’s
definition of local part, (2). Remarkably, even so, U be-
longs to CR’s “nonlocal part,” but to see this we need
to take a complicated route. We first must verify that
V , in spite of being a local HV as noted above, belongs
to CR’s “nonlocal part” by taking the average of PY |bvw
over W (here, using an integral rather than a sum, and
pW |abuv(w) = δ(w − a)),
PY |abuv(−1) =
∫
w
pW |abuv(w)PY |bvw(−1)dw
=


1, a+ pi sin2
(
b−a
2
)
< v
< a+ pi sin2
(
b−a
2
)
+ pi,
0, otherwise.
(8)
This average depends on a, and this is a direct conse-
quence of the fact that the distribution of W depends
3on a. This does not fulfill Eq. (2), so CR’s restriction
forces the conclusion that V belongs to the “nonlocal
part” in spite of having a local distribution. And this
means that we need to average over the new “nonlocal
part” W ′ = (V,W ) to find out whether U belongs to the
“local part,”
PY |abu(−1) =
∫∫
vw
pV (v)pW |abuv(w)PY |bvw(−1)dwdv
=


1, a+ pi sin2
(
b−a
2
)
< u
< a+ pi sin2
(
b−a
2
)
+ pi,
0, otherwise.
(9)
And this depends on a as well as u [the remote setting
and HV]. The local HVs U and V thus both belong to
the “nonlocal part.”
For completeness, we use the above expressions to de-
termine the joint outcome probabilities and find, for ex-
ample,
PXY |ab(+1,+1) =
[a+ pi sin2
(
b−a
2
)
]− a
2pi
= 1
2
sin2
(
b−a
2
)
,
(10)
as desired.
The “local part” in CR’s sense is trivial, not because
of lack of local HVs, but because all of the the local
HVs are drawn into the “nonlocal part” by CR’s extra
requirement.
Conclusions.— Specific classes of nonlocal HV models
have been studied in a number of papers. These classes
are all restricted in one way or another, which for ex-
ample is simple to see in [18]. Also, Aspect [21] and De
Zela [22] have pointed out that there are nonlocal HV
models that are not addressed by Leggett’s inequality.
The apparent strength of CR’s result was precisely that
it seems to lead to a more general statement: the pos-
sibility of an experimental refutation of any HV model
with a nontrivial local part.
However, we have here shown that CR’s division of
nonlocal HVs into “local part” and “nonlocal part” car-
ries an extra nonsignaling restriction on the “nonlocal
part” that is not physically nor mathematically moti-
vated. This extra requirement makes the claim “any hid-
den variable model can only be compatible with quantum
mechanics if its local part is trivial” [19] unfounded. The
statement should instead be: Any HV model that splits
into a “local part” and a nonsignaling “nonlocal part”
can only be compatible with quantum mechanics if its
“local part” is trivial. Furthermore, a trivial “local part”
does not mean that the model lacks local HVs, only that
all HVs (even local ones) are forced into to the “nonlocal
part,” to prevent signaling within the “nonlocal part.”
We can only conclude that no startling conclusions can
be drawn from the split into “local” and “nonlocal parts”
proposed in [19].
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